GEE, GOVERNOR JERRY
Tune: Officer Kruppke (chorus only) Music: Leonard Bernstein  Words: Nancy Schimmel

D A
Gee, Governor Jerry, we’re really upset

E A
At all the tons of water that the slackers will get.

D A A#dim
You say shorter showers will help with the drought,

E/B E A
We sing in the shower, cut it out!

F C
Cut it out, cut it out! oh, there is no doubt,

Dm E7 A
We’ve got to cut the fracking out!

Gee, Governor Jerry, I like me a bath,
If slackers take it from me, well, that raises my wrath.
I use by the gallon,
They use by the lake,
I say that fracking’s a mistake.
A mistake, a mistake,
Oh, you make me ache,
You know that fracking’s a mistake.

Gee, Governor Jerry, they’re making a mess,
The slackers spoil the water and they leave us with less.
The aquifer’s shrinking,
We’re drinking their slop,
Governor Jerry, make it stop!
Make it stop, make it stop!
Make them close up shop,
We all demand you make it stop.